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the heat transfer balance for the crude oils indicated that the energy available for evaporation decreased over time due to increasing heat losses, which were caused by the volatility controlled vaporization order.
Presumably, larger scale fires can overcome these heat losses, as they typically have higher burning rates, which increase the heat feedback to the fuel surface and therefore can result in the higher burning efficiencies.
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Introduction
In the Arctic, oil spills pose an upcoming threat to the environment because of the increasing amount of marine transportation and oil exploration [1] . Furthermore, the remoteness and extreme climate of Arctic waters make it difficult for conventional oil spill response methods, such as mechanical recovery, to be deployed effectively [2, 3] . However, a promising response method that is suitable under these circumstances is in-situ burning (ISB) of the crude oil on the water surface. This technique features simple logistics, can be used in ice-infested waters and can obtain a high burning efficiency (BE) [4, 5] . A high BE is the primary target for ISB and is defined as the amount of oil (in wt. %) that is removed from the water surface during the burning. BEs can reach as high as 99% [6] and as low as 32% [7] , depending on a variety of conditions (e.g. oil type, slick thickness, pool size, emulsification, the weather and presence of ice). Because low BEs are undesired, it is important to understand the processes that control the BE to maximize the potential of ISB operations.
For a multicomponent fuel such as a crude oil, the BE is determined by the type and the quantity of compounds that evaporate from the burning fuel, i.e. the vaporization process. Many of the physical parameters that influence the vaporization have been studied and their effects on the ignitability and BE of crude oil are wellknown. Examples include the regression rate [8] , slick thickness [9] , heat losses to the water [10] , emulsification [11, 12] , evaporative losses [11, 13] and weather conditions [11] . However, the studied parameters cannot be used to explain the apparent pool size dependency of the BE. Small scale studies (e.g., [7, 14, 15] ) have consistently reported lower BE values than large scale field studies [16] [17] [18] under otherwise similar conditions.
BEs of the small scale studies varied between 32-80%, whereas a minimum of 95% BE was reported for the large scale studies. For ISB to be used successfully as oil spill response method, it is important to ensure that these lower BEs can be avoided during full scale operations.
One aspect of crude oil that has remained relatively unstudied in relation to combustion is its multicomponent nature. The aforementioned studies focused on the quantity and rate of the vaporization process and not the chemical composition that determines the type of compounds that can evaporate. Crude oils consist of thousands of different hydrocarbons, each with their own specific density, viscosity, flash point, boiling point (T b ), etc. [19, 20] . The order in which these compounds evaporate during combustion is here referred to as the vaporization order. Although several models have been suggested in literature for the vaporization order of multicomponent fuels [21] [22] [23] , there is to our knowledge not a single generally acknowledged model for crude oil combustion. Combined with the physical parameters that determine the vaporization quantity and rate, knowing the vaporization order would result in a good understanding of the vaporization process. This will in turn improve the general understanding of the BE and may present an explanation to the apparent oil spill size dependency of the BE.
Herein, the goal is to establish a model that describes the vaporization order of crude oil burning on water. Wellestablished models from literature were used to make qualitative predictions for four burning parameters: the surface temperature (T s ), flame height (L F ), burning rate (̇) and the residue composition. Experimental data from fresh crude oil and alkane burning experiments were then compared to the model predictions to determine the best fitting model for the vaporization order of crude oil. Using this model, the obtained burning efficiencies were analyzed for the tested scale and for large scale results from the literature.
Conceptual Model Overview
In a recent comprehensive review on ISB, the Equilibrium Flash Vaporization (EFV) model was proposed for the vaporization order of burning crude oil [24] . This model was earlier proposed by Petty [21] and describes the vaporization of a multicomponent fuel as being of "essentially constant composition" with a constant vaporization rate. Thus, all components evaporate simultaneously, here defined as a uniform vaporization order, and each individual component contributes to the vaporization rate relative to its concentration in the oil.
Characteristics of this model are that the crude oil burns with constant T s at a constant ̇, has a temperature gradient in the oil slick and lighter components are present in the residue [21, 24] .
An alternative to the EFV model was proposed by Buist et al. [22] , based on their studies on crude oil residues.
Their results showed that crude oil residues had an increased concentration of heavy hydrocarbon fractions (T b > 538 °C) and complete removal of the light hydrocarbon fractions (T b <204 °C). This trend was also found in previous studies on crude oil residue compositions [22, 25, 26] . Buist et al. [22] suggested that the burning proceeded according to an Imperfect EFV model in which lighter oil fractions are favored over heavier oil fractions during the burning. Thus, for this model the relative vaporization rate of lighter components is higher than their relative concentrations. Apart from this difference, the model follows the EFV model and as such features a constant vaporization rate and uniform vaporization order.
Also, three models have been developed for the vaporization of multicomponent fuels based on the Peclet number for mass diffusion (Pe m ) (Eq. (1)) [23] . The value of Pe m of a fuel determines which of these three models is the most appropriate to describe the vaporization [27] . Although these models were not developed specifically for the burning of crude oils, they describe the general vaporization process of multicomponent fuels in great detail.
For fuels where Pe m approaches infinity, usually due to a negligible mass diffusion such as in solids, the composition of the fuel is fixed and no internal changes occur during the combustion. This means that the fuel is burned layer by layer and hence this model is known as the Onion Skin model. The vaporization order depends on the internal distribution of the compounds, e.g. uniformly or by density, and will be fuel dependent.
For fuels where Pe m approaches zero, the fuel can be considered to have a uniform distribution of its components due to its relatively high mass diffusion rate. As a result, the vaporization order depends only on the relative volatility differences of the compounds. This model is known as the Batch Distillation model and describes the fuel as being burned compound by compound with decreasing volatility [28] . Because the volatility is in general inversely proportional to the molecular weight for hydrocarbons, the vaporization order of this model is effectively in order of increasing molecular weight.
For fuels with a low, non-zero Pe m value the vaporization is controlled by the concentration boundary layers [23, 29, 30] . At the start of the combustion, the most volatile compound at the surface will determine the vaporization rate by its volatility, like the batch distillation model. However, when its surface concentration becomes too low to support this vaporization rate, the vaporization becomes controlled by the mass diffusion rate of this compound. Because the mass diffusion is much slower, the less volatile compounds at the surface will now also be able to contribute significantly to the vaporization rate. Thus, compounds do not evaporate one at a time, but rather a small amount of compounds with similar volatility evaporate simultaneously. The vaporization order is the same as for the Batch Distillation model, i.e. from the most volatile to the least volatile compound. In this study, we will refer to this model as the diffusion-limited vaporization (DLV) model.
Because of the substantial amount of light hydrocarbons present in crude oil, it is unlikely that the onion skin model correctly describes the vaporization order. The onion skin model has only been associated with water-inoil emulsions, as there is no mass diffusion between the water and oil components [23, 31] . For heavily weathered crude oils (emulsified and evaporation of the lighter fractions) solid-like behavior has also been observed during flame spread experiments [13] . The onion skin model may therefore be a suitable model for highly viscous and weathered oils. However, this study focuses on fresh crude oil and as such the onion skin model is not considered relevant herein.
The vaporization orders of the four remaining models are classified in two order types (uniform and volatilitycontrolled) and two sub-orders per vaporization order type, as summarized in Table 1 . Each model has a unique combination of burning parameters that distinguishes between the vaporization orders and sub-orders so that these can be used to identify the correct model for a certain fuel. The modeling of these burning parameters is discussed in detail in the following section. 
Modeling of burning parameters
Model predictions of the burning parameters for crude oil were carried out by combining the vaporization order of the models with the general properties of hydrocarbons and correlations between ̇ and L F for liquid pool fires. In general, hydrocarbons show an increasing T b with increasing molecular weight [32] . As a result, the T s of a pool fire is expected to increase when the molecular weight of the hydrocarbon fuel increases. On the other hand, ̇ and the heat of combustion (∆ ) generally decrease with molecular mass, based on experimental results (e.g. [33, 34] ). These two properties are correlated to L F according to Eq. (2) and the empirical correlation for L F of a pool fire as established by Heskestad (Eq. (3)) [35, 36] . In Eq. (2), ̇ is the heat release rate and is the combustion efficiency, which is usually around 0.6-0.7 for hydrocarbon pool fires [37] . In Eq. (3), D is the pool diameter and is assumed to be a constant for the purposes of this study. From these equations it becomes clear that for hydrocarbons with increasing weight, as ̇ and ∆ decrease, ̇ will decrease and thus L F will decrease as well.
Because the models provide a clear description of the molecular composition of the evaporating gases from the fuel, the aforementioned correlations can be used to predict the T s , L F and ̇ of a fresh crude oil burning on water. Although some of the models lack the numerical details that would allow for quantitative modeling, the qualitative descriptions are sufficient to draft up trends, as visualized in Fig. 1 . Combining these trends with the measured residue composition provides sufficient detail to distinguish between the four models for a given fuel, as discussed below and shown in Table 1 . The data presented in Fig In the EFV and Imperfect EFV models the vaporization has a constant rate and composition and thus the crude 
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EFV Imperfect EFV Batch Distillation DLV lower and L F and ̇ will be higher for the Imperfect EFV model compared to the EFV model, as seen in Fig. 1 .
Once the lighter components have been burned off the fuel in the Imperfect EFV model, the fire will either extinguish or the combustion will shift to the heavier fractions (depicted in Fig. 1 ).
The vaporization order of decreasing volatility for the Batch Distillation and DLV models implies that the combustible gases evaporating from the fuel have an increasing molecular weight as a function of time. Thus, these models feature an increasing T s and decreasing L F and ̇ (Fig. 1) . Still, the most important aspect of these models is that they in principal do not reach a steady state burning phase because the gases in the combustion zone constantly change composition. This feature is the main distinction between the volatility order models and the EFV type models.
In order to distinguish between the two EFV type models or between the two volatility order models, the residue composition can be used. The residue composition can be predicted by expressing it as a function of the vaporization order and the burning time. For a uniform vaporization order (EFV model) the chemical composition of the crude oil does not change during the burning. Thus, the residue composition is independent of time and is the same as the starting composition. For a near-uniform vaporization order (Imperfect EFV model) the components with a relative vaporization rate higher than their relative concentration will have a reduced concentration in the residue compared to the fresh crude oil. The burning time determines the concentration of these components in the residue, up to the point when they are completely removed. Thus, an unchanged or reduced concentration of the lighter components in the residue can be used as the characterizing distinction between the EFV model and the Imperfect EFV model. Depending on the burning time, the abrupt switch and gradient move more towards the heavier components.
The difference between an abrupt concentration change and a concentration gradient in the burning residue is the characterizing distinction between the Batch Distillation model and the DLV model.
Experimental Method
All experiments were performed following the procedures described in van Gelderen et al. [9] . Hence, only a short description of the procedures is given here. In order to measure the surface temperature and flame height, a 160 mm diameter Pyrex Glass Cylinder (PGC) was placed on an open metal foot in a 1.0 x 1.0 x 0.50 m Gelderen et al. [9] .
Burning parameters (T s , ̇, L F and the residue composition) were measured for three alkanes (n-octane, dodecane and hexadecane), a mixture of these alkanes (1:1:1 volumetric ratio) and two crude oils (DUC and REBCO) ( Table 2 ). The alkanes were studied to provide a benchmark for the model predictions and a reference for the crude oil experiments. Pure fuels have by definition a uniform vaporization order and thus can be used to test the model predictions for the EFV type models. The alkane mixture was studied to test if such a simplified, but more well-defined multicomponent fuel, could be used to represent the complex multicomponent character of the crude oils. Oil characteristics of the oils are shown in Table 3 . Experiments were conducted with different slick thicknesses because a thin initial slick thickness (≤ 15 mm) had less height difference in oil surface level, so it was easier to measure T s , whereas the thicker slicks (20-40 mm) provided better results for ̇ and L F (Table 2) . Hexadecane could not be ignited at an initial slick thickness of 10 mm and hence was only tested for an initial slick thickness of 20 mm. The ignition occurred instantly for the crude oils and n-octane, whereas the ignition time was a few seconds for the alkane mixture, 15-60 seconds for dodecane (depending on the water temperature) and over two minutes for hexadecane. A camera was used to capture the flame height of the burning oils. Videos of the flames were converted to a series of binary pictures with an interval of 3-6 seconds, resulting in 500-600 data points. To reduce scatter in the data caused by flame puffing, the average of every 10 data points was taken to represent the value of the flame height with 50-60 data points for each experiment. For additional information on the data acquisition and processing of L F , see van Gelderen et al. [9] .
The chemical composition of DUC, REBCO, their residues and the alkane mix residues were analyzed on an 
Results and Discussion

Vaporization order
The experimental results for T s for the alkanes, alkane mixture and crude oils are shown in Fig 3. The data are up to the point where the surface thermocouple was no longer attached to the surface due to thinning of the slick as the burning progressed. Disconnection of a thermocouple from the fuel surface was clearly visible in the temperature data from a sudden spike in the measured temperature, indicating a transition from measuring liquid to gas temperatures. Overall, the T s measurements showed good repeatability (error bars < 10% from the average temperature) for both the pure and multicomponent fuels (Fig 3) . For the alkanes the T s data are close to their respective T b values, which provide a measure of validity to the method used to collect the T s data. Hexadecane proved difficult to ignite as it suffered from significant heat losses to the water, which is reflected in the scattered T s data and high starting T s . The T s clearly increased over time for the crude oils. This result indicates that these multicomponent fuels followed a volatility controlled vaporization order. In addition, the increasing T s of these fuels are in clear contrast with the constant trends of the alkanes, which provided a representation of an EFV type vaporization order. For the alkane mixture, the T s
shows an initial increase up to the point where it reaches the T b of hexadecane. After this point, at about 190 s (t = 0.55 in Fig. 3 ), the burning seemed to reach an equilibrium state dominated by hexadecane. Because the total burning duration for the 15 mm alkane mixture was about 1130 seconds, it is unlikely that the mixture was depleted of n-octane and dodecane after 190 s. Thus, the vaporization of the alkane mixture is closer to an EFV type model than to a volatility controlled model. For each fuel, the same trends are observed between its ̇ and L F in Fig. 4 , as expected. Again, the alkane results provide a reasonable representation of an EFV type vaporization. Near-constant values were observed for the alkanes with some minor declines after approximately half of the burning duration. This decrease in ̇ and L F is likely caused by increasing heat losses to the water as the oil layer thickness decreases during the burning. For dodecane, however, a minor increase in ̇ was observed. Because its L F shows the same declining trend as noctane and hexadecane, this increasing ̇ was contributed to an increasing evaporation rate of the surrounding water as the burning progressed. While this implies that a constant water loss rate is incorrect, no better alternative was found to correct the oil burning rate. Because it was found that the water loss did not significantly alter the results [9] , this phenomenon was not further investigated. In addition, the alkane data clearly shows that hydrocarbons with a higher molecular weight resulted in lower ̇ and L F values, thus verifying some of the theories used for the model predictions in Section 2.1.
The crude oil data differed significantly from the alkane data. The crude oils initially show similar values for ̇ and L F as n-octane, after which they rapidly decreased to values below those of hexadecane. These decreasing trends match well with the volatility order model predictions and combined with the T s data clearly indicate that the crude oils had a vaporization order of decreasing volatility.
The alkane mixture again showed values close to dodecane and hexadecane, indicating that the evaporating gases consisted of a mixture of all the components. As the combustion became dominated by hexadecane after approximately 70% of the burning time, it seems that the lightest components, n-octane, had been mostly depleted at this time. This suggests that the mixture followed a near-uniform vaporization order. Although L F shows a decreasing trend, this could be explained by heat losses to the water layer and depletion of n-octane rather than a volatility controlled vaporization order. However, experimental work on multicomponent and crude oil droplet combustion has shown somewhat different results for the vaporization controlling mechanisms. Ikegami et al. [38] showed that the combustion of crude oil droplets followed a distillation-like vaporization mechanism, even though the theoretical Peclet number indicated that the vaporization was diffusion-limited. This discrepancy was contributed to the "violent inter-circulation of fuel" caused by droplet swellings and contractions and gas generation and nucleation inside the droplet. Such processes are not expected to have a significant effect on the circulation within pool fires, so that the Peclet number would be determining the vaporization mechanism. Therefore, the vaporization mechanism for crude oil pool fires on water would indeed be diffusion-limited, as indicated by the data.
According to experiments on multicomponent droplets of two and three components, these types of fuels have a mixture of a distillation-like and diffusion-limited vaporization mechanism [30, 39] . In these experiments, the droplets went through several steady state burning phases, each during which a new component was added to the vaporization. Although the lightest component evaporated preferentially at the start of the burning, it was still present at the last stages of the burning. When comparing these results to the performed pool fire experiments that have much longer burning times, it is not surprising that such a vaporization mechanism can be approximated with a near-uniform vaporization order. The narrow range of components in the alkane mixture would quickly lead to a steady state in which all components evaporate simultaneously. Such a steady state would remain until the lightest component(s) are depleted from the fuel near the end of the combustion.
Thus, even though the alkane mixture might have a volatility controlled vaporization order, a near-uniform vaporization order is a representative approximation for pool fires, as shown by the experimental results. This approximate near-uniform vaporization order may also apply to other fuels with a narrow range of hydrocarbons such as refined fuels (gasoline or diesel). However, multicomponent fuels with a very wide range of components were shown to have significantly different behavior during the burning. The crude oils had a much more prominent volatility controlled vaporization order and can therefore not be represented by multicomponent fuels with only a narrow range of components.
Burning efficiency analysis
With the best vaporization models established, an attempt was made to explain the size dependency of the burning efficiency for crude oils. In the experimental results, several of the deviations from the expected trends were attributed to heat losses to the water layer. These heat losses have been shown to influence the burning 19 behavior of a pool fire [10, 40] . Here, the heat transfer balance of the tested pool fires was combined with the vaporization models in an attempt to explain the obtained burning efficiencies. Figure 6 , which is adapted from Hamins et al. [41] , shows the main heat transfer mechanics for a burning oil pool on water. The energy to the fuel is provided by the heat feedback from the flame and therefore depends on the size of the flame. The total net energy (̇) transferred to the fuel consists of the incoming convective (̇) and radiative (̇) heat from the flame, minus any reflection from the fuel surface (̇) (Eq. (4)) [42] .
Because the Pyrex glass area exposed to hot fuel is small compared to the area of the fuel-water interface, any conductive heat transfer from the pool confinement ring is considered negligible. The net incoming energy is divided amongst the energy used to evaporate the fuel (̇), heating of the bulk of the fuel as a consequence of the thermal gradient between the fuel surface and the oil-water interface (̇) and the heat losses to the water (̇). The two main mechanics that reduce the available energy for evaporation over time are ̇ and ̇. Re-radiation from the pool surface is typically small compared to ̇ and was therefore omitted for clarity purposes [41] . Usually, ̇ is also considered to be small but due to the presence of water as a heat sink this term becomes more prominent [40] . Thus, the energy available at any given time for evaporation of the liquid fuel is given by Eq. (5).
̇=̇+̇−̇ (4)
20 Figure 6 . Schematic of the main heat transfer mechanics for a confined oil pool burning on water. Adapted from Hamins et al. [41] . The re-radiative heat transfer from the oil surface was omitted for clarity reasons as the focus is on the heat exchange between the flame, oil and water.
For the alkane fuels, the results show that a semi-steady state is reached shortly after ignition. For such a state, ̇ can be assumed to be constant. Over time the temperature gradient in the fuel layer, and therefore ̇, also typically remained constant for a long duration of the burning (Fig. 7) . Only ̇, which is a function of the temperature difference between the fuel layer and water layer, will increase over time as the slick thickness is reduced and the hot fuel surface starts to approach the water layer. As ̇ increases, ̇ decreases up to the point where it becomes too low to maintain an evaporation rate that can sustain the fire. At this 'critical point' the fire is extinguished and a residue is left on the water. Because larger hydrocarbons generally show lower flame heights and higher surface temperatures (Figs. 3 and 4) , it is likely that their ̇ is lower and ̇ and ̇ are higher. The critical point can therefore be expected to be reached relatively faster, which is reflected in the lower burning efficiencies and higher residue thicknesses in Table 4 for dodecane and hexadecane. For thicker slicks, it takes longer for the hot surface to approach the water layer and the increase in ̇ is slower. Thus, relatively more fuel can be burned before the critical point is reached and therefore the burning efficiencies are higher for thicker initial slicks. Whereas the critical point for the alkane fuels is mostly determined by the balance between ̇ and ̇, the heat transfer mechanics are more complicated for the crude oils. Because the crude oils were shown to have a volatility controlled vaporization order, ̇ and ̇ cannot be assumed to be constant. Over the course of the burning, the flame height for the crude oils was reduced by 70% (Fig. 4) , which would result in a reduction of ̇ over time. As shown in Fig. 7 , the temperature gradient inside the crude oils increased over time, causing ̇ to increase, which was also observed in an earlier study [43] . Furthermore, the crude oils reached higher temperatures than the alkane fuels, both at the surface (Fig. 3 ) and the oil-water interface (Figs. 3 and 7) , so ̇ also was more significant. These heat transfer mechanics lead to ̇ being reduced in an increasingly faster rate over time. The critical point can therefore be reached well before the crude oil has been fully burned, which explains the low burning efficiencies. Thus, in order to reach high burning efficiencies for crude oils, the accumulative effect of a decreasing flame height (and thus ̇) and increasing heat losses (̇ and ̇)
needs to be overcome. The effect of ̇ on ̇ can also be expressed mathematically by incorporating ̇ in the expression for the energy balance of pool fires without an underlying water layer [42] . Hamins et al. [42] showed that for a system with no heat losses, ̇ mainly depends on the intrinsic parameters of a fuel because ̇ becomes independent of ̇ (and thus of L F ). Without heat losses, ̇ becomes only a function of ̇ and ̇. The energy needed to evaporate a fuel depends on its latent heat of vaporization (∆ ) and the burning rate, while the energy used to heat up the bulk of a fuel depends on its specific heat ( ), the difference between the surface temperature ( ) and the ambient temperature ( ∞ ), and the burning rate. The effective heat of gasification (∆ ) was defined as a combination of these terms (see also Spalding [44] , Spalding [45] ), resulting in Eq. (6):
The heat feedback to the fuel can also be expressed as a function of ̇ and a heat feedback fraction ( ), as shown in Eq. (7):
Using the expression for ̇ from Eq. (2) for complete combustion of the fuel ( = 1), was then rewritten to finally yield Eq. (8) . Although this equation was developed for pool fires with a steady fuel surface level and not for a regressing fuel layer, the burning rates in the ̇ and ̇ terms are not expected to differ significantly in the tested system. Equation (8) is therefore expected to be valid for the current problem as well.
For a pool fire on water, however, the conductive heat losses to the water layer (̇) cannot be assumed to be negligible and should be taken into account in the above equations. Combining Eq. (5) and (6) then results in Eq.
(9):
Substituting this expressing for ̇ into Eq. (8) then gives Eq. (10):
Since ̇ is not depending on the burning rate, but rather on the mass of the water volume that is heated up, the burning rate cannot be removed from this term. As such, this equation indicates that ̇ increases relative to ̇ as a function of decreasing ̇, which is the case for crude oils (Fig. 4) .
It has been shown that the burning rate per unit area increases with increasing diameter for 0.1 < D > 2.0 m [42, 46] . The heat loss term in Eq. (10) is therefore less significant for large scale fires than for small scale fires. This equation thus provides a possible explanation to the size dependency of the burning efficiency for crude oil when the increased burning rate per unit area balances out against the increasing heat losses. The critical point would not be reached until the final stages of the burning when the slick becomes very thin and ̇ starts to dominate the heat transfer mechanics. The burning efficiency of a fuel burning on water, when limited by ̇, will therefore be a function of the pool diameter.
The current results indicate that fuels with low volatilities are more limited by ̇ than high volatility fuels, because more energy is required to evaporate the fuel and thus ̇ needs to be larger. This suggests that insitu burning of weathered crude oils, which have lower volatilities than fresh crude oils, is also limited by ̇.
Burning efficiencies for weathered oils have indeed been shown to be size dependent (see e.g. Fritt-Rasmussen et al. [14] and Brandvik et al. [17] ). The principles of this heat transfer model can therefore likely be applied to the in-situ burning of crude oil on water in general, independent of the state (weathered or fresh) of the oil.
Conclusions
The comparison between model predictions and experimental results for the surface temperature, burning rate, and flame height of crude oil pool fires on water showed that the crude oil had a volatility controlled vaporization order. Crude oil residue compositions showed that this order was furthermore diffusion-limited, meaning that several components evaporate simultaneously from the fuel as the evaporating components shift from most volatile to least volatile. The alkane mixture, studied as an alternative, simplified substitute for crude oil with a more narrow range and limited number of components, showed significantly different results from the crude oil. Whereas the crude oil did not reach a steady state burning, the alkane mixture results were similar to the steady-state behavior of the pure alkane fuels. The alkane mixture was better described by a near-uniform vaporization order, where all components in the fuel evaporate simultaneously but with a relatively higher vaporization rate for the lighter components. This shows that simplified fuels with a narrow range of hydrocarbons do not accurately represent crude oils, because the burning behavior of a multicomponent fuel depends on the (volatility) range of its components. Thus, great caution should be taken when making statements about oil burning based on simplified experiments.
The established vaporization model was used in combination with a model for the heat transfer balance to give an explanation for the size dependency of the burning efficiency for crude oils. Heating of the fuel surface and a decreasing flame height over time, caused by the volatility controlled vaporization order, increase the heat losses while less energy is supplied to the fuel through heat feedback from the flame. These heat transfer mechanics reduce the energy available for the evaporation of the fuel, until the fire is no longer self-sustaining, causing it to extinguish prematurely, as compared with predictions based on adiabatic models. Because the burning rate per unit area increases with increasing diameter, large scale experiments have more energy available to overcome the increasing heat losses. As a consequence, more heat remains available for evaporating the crude oil and, as a result, large scale experiments would result in higher burning efficiencies than small scale experiments. This predicted increase in burning efficiency with increasing oil spill size is in line with experimental values from the literature.
While the heat transfer mechanics were not studied quantitatively herein, the results gave an indication of its importance. A detailed study of the heat transfer mechanics, both in small and large scale experiments, would be highly relevant for understanding the burning efficiency of in-situ burning of crude oils on water.
